Cargo-UAS Experiment Questions and Proposed Answers #24-25

**Question #24**: We are actively pursuing a design that would meet the criteria for this limited objective experiment, but unfortunately are unable to meet the deadline for this demonstration; as we are in the design phase and seeking funding for prototyping. Would it be allowable to submit a design, in a presentation form, with information regarding the specifications we expect our design to have.

**Proposed Answer #24**: A program of record sponsor has not yet been identified for the capability to be explored at this limited objective experiment. Interested parties must meet the minimum criteria identified in the solicitation to be considered for participation at this time.

**Question #25**: I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to attend the US Navy Cargo UAS Experiment in March as an observer.

**Proposed Answer #25**: At this time, there is no intent to allow non-participating observers at the Cargo-UAS Experiment. However, IMPAX (Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division’s partnership intermediary for experimentation, technology demonstration, and prototyping) is currently conducting a tech-scan of enabling technologies for potential future integration into Navy systems. You may contact Jerry Stokes at [jerry@impax.tech](mailto:jerry@impax.tech) or (404) 407-7174 to coordinate an information exchange regarding IMPAX and your technology.